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Abstract Wedescribe preliminary results from the first 100 sols of ground temperaturemeasurements along
the Mars Science Laboratory’s traverse from Bradbury Landing to Rocknest in Gale. The ground temperature
data show long-term increases in mean temperature that are consistent with seasonal evolution. Deviations
from expected temperature trends within the diurnal cycle are observed and may be attributed to rover and
environmental effects. Fits to measured diurnal temperature amplitudes using a thermal model suggest that
the observed surfaces have thermal inertias in the range of 265–375 Jm�2 K�1 s�1/2, which arewithin the range
of values determined from orbital measurements and are consistent with the inertias predicted from the
observed particle sizes on the uppermost surface near the rover. Ground temperatures at Gale Crater appear to
warm earlier and cool later than predicted by the model, suggesting that there are multiple unaccounted for
physical conditions or processes in our models. Where the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) descent engines
removed amobile layer of dust and fine sediments from over rockier material, the diurnal temperature profile is
closer to that expected for a homogeneous surface, suggesting that the mobile materials on the uppermost
surfacemay be partially responsible for the mismatch between observed temperatures and those predicted for
materials having a single thermal inertia. Models of local stratigraphy also implicate thermophysical
heterogeneity at the uppermost surface as a potential contributor to the observed diurnal temperature cycle.

1. Introduction and Background

The primary scientific objective of the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission is to extend and enhance prior
successful Mars exploration activities by establishing the current and ancient habitability of the environment
immediately around the Curiosity rover [Grotzinger et al., 2012, and references therein]. This scientific objective
is achieved viameasurements designed to characterize key geologic, radiation, and atmospheric properties that
provide insight into the past and present environment of Gale Crater. Gale Crater (landing site �4.59°N, and
137.44°E) is one of many locations on Mars that appears to show strong morphologic and/or mineralogic
evidence for the past presence of water in the context of stratigraphic sequences [Golombek et al., 2012, and
references therein], where water is one key component necessary for habitability. As a result, it is important to
understand the geologic origins of and the variations in the local stratigraphy, which can be aided by the
integration of information about the variations in thermophysical properties along the rover’s traverse.
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Daily surface temperature measurements from the Ground Temperature Sensor (GTS) of the Rover
Environmental Monitoring Station (REMS) provide insight into the thermophysical properties of local surface
materials, which have implications for the near-surface geology of the region. The hourly variation in ground
surface temperature is tied directly to the properties of the upper few centimeters of the subsurface. Over
diurnal, seasonal, and annual timescales, surface temperature variations are related to the subsurface properties
and processes ofmaterials to depths of several meters. As such, surface ground temperature measurements are
a probe of the subsurface and offer a means of detecting contrasting thermophysical properties that may not
be observable at the surface (if they are present). Through inferences derived from surface temperature about
physical properties (particle size distribution, lateral/vertical heterogeneity, cementation, etc.), additional clues
may be obtained about processes that have occurred over geologic timescales [e.g., Christensen, 1986]. Add the
ability to monitor these daily variations over distances of meters to kilometers and integrate them with
information about local geology, weather conditions, and/or orbital observations of ground temperature, and it
becomes possible to infer a great deal about local- to regional-scale geologic processes and characteristics. As
such, the hourly measurements of ground temperature obtained by the REMS GTS along Curiosity’s traverse
represent a novel and unique data set that may greatly enhance our understanding of the thermophysical
properties of the Martian surface in Gale Crater and perhaps more broadly.

Detailed descriptions of the mineralogy and geology of Gale Crater have been published elsewhere [e.g.,
Rogers and Bandfield, 2009; Anderson and Bell, 2010; Milliken et al., 2010; Wray, 2013]. Here we focus on
summarizing the thermophysical properties of the area immediately around the landing site, which are most
relevant to the interpretation of GTS data. The floor of Gale Crater is optically dusty, based on Thermal
Emission Spectrometer (TES) albedo values ranging from 0.20 to 0.25 [Pelkey and Jakosky, 2002], dust cover
index (DCI) values of ~0.951–0.956 [Ruff and Christensen, 2002], and high values of visible near-infrared
albedo (~0.30), and nanophase ferric oxide index (~1.00–1.01) in data acquired by the Observatoire pour la
Minéralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité (OMEGA) [Ody et al., 2012]. The crater floor albedo is lower than that
of Aeolis Mons (informally known as Mount Sharp), suggesting that the dust on the floor is thinner (a few
microns) or perhaps discontinuous [Pelkey and Jakosky, 2002]. Rock abundance data from TES are not
available directly over the landing site area, but broadly similar terrains to the east and west have rock
abundances of 20–25% over areas of ~3 × 5 km [Pelkey and Jakosky, 2002; Nowicki and Christensen, 2007].
These values are higher than manual counts of boulders in the landing ellipse obtained from High Resolution
Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) images, which show regions of ~5–10% abundance, with a mean of 5.8
± 1.4%, and a maximum of 15% [Golombek et al., 2012]. The discrepancy between the manual counts and the
thermally derived rock abundances likely arises from the presence of layered outcrop in the ellipse, which
would appear rocky in thermal data, despite a lower number of actual boulders at the surface [Golombek
et al., 2012]. Pelkey and Jakosky [2002] examined the thermal inertia of the crater floor and observed thermal
inertias ranging from ~315 to 635 Jm-2 K�1 s�½ (SI units of thermal inertia are assumed hereafter in this
paper). They interpreted the surface materials as potentially consistent with a rocky debris field, solidified
impact melt, volcanic infilling, or extensively indurated soils. These investigators also concluded that these
thermal inertias are inconsistent with an unconsolidated, particulate deposit and instead likely represent an
extensively induratedmaterial, such as a cementedmantle. A follow-on study by Pelkey et al. [2004] examined
Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) thermal inertia data at 100m/pixel and was able to resolve more
spatial variation. They observed temperature variations that suggest the northern Gale Crater floor is a
combination of two or more materials having different thermal inertias, possibly including exposures of
bedrock below the spatial resolution of the data (based on high nighttime temperatures). Fergason et al.
[2012] also studied the thermal inertia of the MSL landing site using THEMIS data. Their analysis derived a
mean thermal inertia of 365 for the landing ellipse, with a 1 sigma standard deviation of 50, indicating that
the surface is relatively homogeneous in this area. The highest observed thermal inertia of 555 is inconsistent
with the exposure of bedrock at 100 m scales (although small exposures might be present); from orbit, these
surfaces appear to lack dark, unconsolidated material (i.e., low-albedo sand) that would lower the thermal
inertia. The dust cover suggested by albedo and DCI may be extensive, but appears too thin to substantially
affect the thermal inertia. Therefore, Fergason et al. [2012] propose that the crater floor bedrock is overlain by
a moderately indurated mantling material, superposed by a thin (few microns) dust layer. Finally, recent
analyses of temperatures on the Gale Crater floor derived from OMEGA measurements at ~5 μm indicate an
apparent thermal inertia in the range of ~400 ±80 [Gondet et al., 2013].
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In this paper we describe the basic daily ground temperature observations recorded by the REMS GTS along
the rover’s traverse through sol 100 (Figure 1), including trends in temperature with distance and time and
their relationship to observed environmental and physical properties. We also report on attempts to observe
the surface thermal effect of transits of Mars’s moons, Phobos and Deimos. We present preliminary work
using the observed temperatures as inputs to models of thermal inertia and compare GTS-measured
temperatures and apparent thermal inertia to orbital measurements of these properties, primarily from the
Thermal Emission Imaging Spectrometer (THEMIS) [Christensen et al., 2004a]. Finally, we discuss the
implications of our observations in the context of the observed geology and stratigraphy across Bradbury
Rise. Integration of GTS data with REMS measurements of air temperature, winds, UV flux, relative humidity,
and pressure is ongoing, with initial results described in companion papers [Haberle et al., 2014; Harri et al.,
2014; J. Gómez-Elvira, Curiosity’s Rover Environmental Monitoring Station: Measurements on Mars over the
first 100 sols and implications for habitability, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2014; A.-M. Harri,
et al., MSL humidity observations—First results, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2014].

2. Data and Methods

In this section, we first describe the GTS sensor, its performance, and known environmental effects that may
alter the measured temperatures or what they represent. We then describe a range of approaches to the
analysis of REMS GTS observations that range from data-only analyses to comparisons with models that seek
to replicate the measurements.

2.1. Ground Temperature Sensor

Details of the GTS instrument design are described in detail by Sebastián et al. [2010] with a description of the
in-flight calibration and other factors affecting GTS measurements described in a paper by Sebastián et al.
(manuscript in preparation); here we summarize only the key aspects of the instrument design and sources of
noninstrumental uncertainty at a high level. Surface brightness temperatures are derived from measurements
made by a thermopile with sensitivity across the ~8–14μm region. The GTS is mounted on a boom attached to
the rover’s mast and has an ellipsoidal field of view (~60° horizontal, 40° vertical) centered at an azimuth of
~120° (measured clockwise from the front of the rover as viewed from above) and pointed downward at 26°
below the horizontal plane of the rover. This positioning enables the sensor to view a footprint with an area of

Figure 1. Curiosity’s traverse from Bradbury Landing to near Rocknest as seen by the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter HiRISE
camera. Surface at Bradbury Landing is darker and less red due to removal of dust and fines by MSL descent engines.
Numbers indicate arrival sol. Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Univ. of Arizona (PIA 16200).
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~100m2 slightly rearward and to the right side of the rover (e.g., Figure 12), although half of the GTS signal
comes from a relatively small portion of the ellipse about 0.45–1.93m away from the rover. If the rover roll angle
is greater or less than 0° (relative to a surface perpendicular to the gravity vector), the area of the GTS footprint is
increased or decreased; for example, a rover roll of �4° expands the footprint to ~1330m2, and a roll of +4°
shrinks it to ~28m2. Roll values for the sols analyzed in this work range from �0.91° to �4.61°, not accounting
for the regional slope of Bradbury Rise, which is generally about 0.6° downhill to the east.

The GTS, along with the other REMS instruments, acquires data at 1 Hz during a given sampling interval. In
“background”mode, data are acquired for ~5min at the beginning of every hour (1/24 of a sol); these are the
nominal REMS sessions. (Background session data files typically contain closer to 6min worth of data because
the first 60 s, recorded while the instrument Application-Specific Integrated Circuit thermally equilibrates, are
usually of poor quality.) In “extended”mode, additional data are acquired at the same rate, typically in blocks
ranging from 1 to 3 h. The number of extended blocks varies from sol to sol depending on plan complexity,
data volume, and power availability. Between sols 9 and 100, the local time placement of extended blocks
varied in a nonsystematic way; there are only a few locations where the rover did not move for several sols,
and there was sufficient extended block coverage to enable the generation of 24 (Martian) h of (nonconsecutive)
measurements with 1Hz fidelity [Gómez-Elvira et al., 2012]. As such, analyses of the GTS data in this paper rely
primarily on background mode data, either at full temporal resolution, or averaged over 5 min sessions. The
data from the background sessions have been screened to exclude measurements acquired when the
instrument was outside of the nominal GTS power supply range, having low-calibration quality, and acquired
while the rover was moving. As a result, some averages may contain less than 5min worth of data and the
calculated uncertainties (described below) may increase slightly.

The accuracy and precision of the GTS temperature measurements are affected not only by the performance
of the sensor but also by its design and a number of environmental variables. Below we summarize the
uncertainties associated with sensor performance, surface emissivity, and the potential for ground
temperature contamination by rover shadowing and heat from the rover’s radioisotope thermoelectric
generator (RTG). Other environmental effects are not described (e.g., reflected energy from rock facets), but
dedicated observations aimed at characterizing all of the contributions to uncertainty are ongoing, and we
expect that over time, many, if not all, of these variables can be accounted for and corrections (or quality
criteria) applied to the GTS data as needed.
2.1.1. Sensor Performance
Uncertainties on the GTS-measured temperatures are derived from a number of sources that lead to both
systematic and random uncertainties, both of which are larger at low temperatures because of the nonlinear
relationship between temperature and radiance and the temperature-dependent performance of the
amplification electronics. Within the sol range under consideration in this work, systematic and random
uncertainties just before dawn have typical values of ~2.2 K and ~0.6 K, respectively, and 1.1–1.5 K
(systematic) and ~0.07–0.1 K (random) near midday. The systematic uncertainties above are peak (3 sigma)
values, and the random uncertainties are 1 sigma standard deviations of the mean. In this work, we initially
took a conservative approach to uncertainty and error propagation in cases where data are averaged—we
assumed that the systematic uncertainties were not correlated (they may be biased warm or cold at differing
times of day), and we multiplied the random uncertainty (a 1 sigma value) by a factor of 3 for comparability
with the peak (3 sigma) error represented by the systematic uncertainty. The 3 sigma systematic and random
uncertainties were then added in quadrature; errors on differences of averaged data (e.g., delta T, described
below) also were added in quadrature [Taylor, 1997]. For this work we take a conservative approach and show
the 3 sigma uncertainties unless otherwise stated.
2.1.2. Surface Emissivity
Surface brightness temperatures (Tb) measured by the GTS will be slightly lower than true surface kinetic
temperatures (Tk) as a result of nonunit surface emissivity, which acts to reduce radiance relative to that of a
blackbody emitter at a given temperature. Because surface emissivity (ε) is variable and unknown, it is not
accounted for in the instrument calibration. The relationship between brightness temperature and surface
kinetic temperature is given by σT 4

b= εσ*T
4
k, where σ is a constant, such that Tb= ε

1/4 × Tk [Stringer et al., 1984].
For a surface at 300 K, an emissivity of 0.90 will result in a brightness temperature of ~292K (Figure 2a). Thermal
infrared spectra measured by the Mars Exploration Rover Spirit Miniature Thermal Emission Spectrometer
(Mini-TES) provide realistic estimates of the emissivity of typical Martian surfaces in the ~8–14μm region over
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which the GTS measures. Figure 2b shows Mini-TES spectra of optically thick surface dust, basaltic soil, and
Adirondack class, olivine basaltic rock [Christensen et al., 2004b; Yen et al., 2005; Ruff et al., 2006; Hamilton and
Ruff, 2012]. These surface types represent a range of typical Martian surface emissivities and can be used to
establish reasonable bounds on the underestimates that might be expected as a function of surface emissivity.
(Note that theMini-TES spectra assume unit emissivity at a certain wavelength and somay slightly overestimate
surface emissivity.)

The variations in emissivity between the various Martian materials are attributable to both compositional and
physical properties. Optically thick dust has relatively high emissivity across most of the GTS sensitivity region
due in large part to the very small (<~65μm) particle sizes. As such, it has a relatively small (~ 1–2 K) effect on
measured Tb over the diurnal cycle. Soils contain slightly coarser particulates, and have different, but not
substantially lower, emissivity integrated across the GTS wavelength region. Therefore, soils have only a
slightly greater effect than dust on measured Tb. Relatively dust-free rocks have deeper spectral features than
their particulate counterparts [Ruff, 1998; Hamilton, 1999] and exhibit the greatest influence on measured Tb,
with temperature determination underestimates on the order of 4–6 K at midday for an olivine basalt rock.

Orbitally measured albedo [Christensen et al., 2001; Murchie et al., 2009] and spectrally derived dust cover
index data [Ruff and Christensen, 2002] indicate that the traverse path taken by Curiosity through sol 100 is
across an area dominated by an optically thick cover of fine dust. As a result, the GTS temperatures measured
through sol 100 are not likely to substantially underestimate the kinetic temperature, and we do not attempt
to correct the data presented in this paper for this effect.

In the future, we anticipate that Curiosity will traverse less dusty surfaces, and surface emissivity may have a
greater effect on measured temperatures. In the absence of local measurements of infrared emissivity,
mineral abundance data from the Chemistry and Mineralogy (CheMin) instrument [Blake et al., 2012], in
combination with observed particle size data, can be used to generate synthetic emissivity spectra from
laboratory mineral and rock spectra [Christensen et al., 2000; Martín-Redondo et al., 2009], which then can be
used to predict temperature errors using the method described here.
2.1.3. RTG Contamination and Shadowing
A full description of the effect of the RTG on GTS temperatures is included in Sebastián et al. (manuscript in
preparation). In short, models of the RTG thermal influence on the surface predict it to heat radiatively an area
around the rover within a radius of ~3.5m from the point under the center of the RTG, which includes a
portion of the near-field GTS footprint (from which ~50% of the GTS signal comes) (K. Novak, personal
communication, 2012). Preliminary observations of GTS temperature changes after rover movements
suggest that the RTG can contribute up to 4 K of additional heat to the measured ground temperature, with
stabilization times on the order of several minutes after the rover reaches a new position, although different
terrains may yield different effects depending on their thermal inertia. To avoid the influence of variable RTG
heating in this work all data acquired during rover movements have been excluded, and sols during which
the rover moved are identified as such.

Figure 2. (a) Theoretical underestimates of kinetic surface temperature due to surface emissivity. (b) Thermal emission
spectra of typical Martian surfaces measured by Mini-TES, with the region of the GTS band pass shaded. The large
absorptions centered at ~667 cm–1 (15μm) in the surface spectra are due to atmospheric CO2 gas. Mini-TES spectra assume
unit emissivity at a certain wavelength for calibration purposes and may overestimate true emissivity slightly.
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At particular orientations and times of day, the MSL rover body, mast, and mast head can cast shadows onto
the surface within the GTS footprint. The same models used to predict the RTG impact on the surface show
similar impacts, but with opposite sign, by shadows on the surface (K. Novak, personal communication, 2012).
For example, in one analysis, shadows appear to reduce the measured temperature on the order of 2–4 K for
shadowing percentages of ~3.5–27.5% of the GTS footprint (the impact of shadows will vary with the
footprint and shadow sizes as well as thermal inertia). Data subject to shadowing are not excluded from our
analyses but known instances are described below, and/or rover yaw (azimuth from north) is shown as proxy
that can be used to infer which data are most likely to show the greatest influence of shadowing.

2.2. 2001 Mars Odyssey THEMIS Temperature and Thermal Inertia Data

The THEMIS instrument onboard the 2001 Mars Odyssey (ODY) orbiter measures infrared surface radiance in
eight channels with 100m/pixel sampling and an image width of approximately 32 km [Christensen et al.,
2004a]. Calibrated radiance is obtained using an internal calibration flag and prelaunch instrument response
functions [Christensen, 2002] and is additionally corrected for detector temperature drift [Bandfield et al.,
2004]. The observed radiance in each band is converted to brightness temperature by fitting with a Planck
function. The THEMIS channel collected both day and night, and with the highest signal to noise and the least
attenuation of the surface signal by the atmosphere, is band 9, which is ~0.8μm wide (full width at half
maximum) and centered at 12.57μm [Christensen et al., 2004a]. Absolute accuracies are lowest at cold
temperatures, with values on the order of ~2.8 K at 180 K for band 9 [Fergason et al., 2006a]. The band 9-
derived temperature is likely a slight underestimate of the surface kinetic temperature due to minor
reductions in radiance by nonunit surface emissivity and atmospheric attenuation. No correction is applied to
the THEMIS temperatures for these effects nor have we attempted to account for them in these
preliminary analyses.

Fergason et al. [2012] used single-temperature, nighttime THEMIS data to derive thermal inertia for the region
around the MSL landing site prior to landing. In their analysis, THEMIS nighttime temperatures are converted
to thermal inertia by interpolation within a lookup table of temperatures generated for the local conditions
and a range of thermal inertias using the thermal model of Kieffer [2013]. Values of thermal inertia derived
using this method have an overall accuracy of ~20% and a precision of ~10–15%. Contributors to the overall
accuracy and precision uncertainties include uncertainty in the measured temperatures, how the model
responds to uncertainties in input quantities such as albedo, interpolation residuals, and physics of the
atmosphere, surface, and subsurface that are not accounted for in the thermal model [Fergason et al., 2006a].

The local time of the ODY orbit has varied throughout the mission, but the average for the period considered
in this work is approximately 04:30/16:30 Local Mean Sidereal Time (LMST), providing predawn and afternoon
points of comparison with GTS measurements. There are historical data over Curiosity’s landing site and
projected traverse path in Gale Crater, as well as data acquired since Curiosity’s arrival. Relevant to the present
work are THEMIS observations on the afternoons of MSL sols 30 and 100. Since the sol 100 observation, there
has been active coordination between the THEMIS and MSL science teams and we now attempt to acquire
extended blocks of REMS data during ODY THEMIS overpasses of Gale Crater so that data acquired
simultaneously by both instruments are available for comparative analysis in future work.

2.3. Analysis of Surface Brightness Temperature Trends at Different Timescales

As a preliminary look into the physical consistency of the GTS data over long timescales, three approaches
were carried out to separate the temporal evolution of surface brightness at seasonal and diurnal temporal
scales from the changes at the scale of hours, as described below.

Short-lived deviations from the ideal daily temperature curve [e.g.,Mellon et al., 2008] combine environmental,
instrumental, and rover-derived effects like those described above. The different characteristic timescales of
these processes were separated in the data by least squares fits to simplified time dependent models of the
brightness temperature response to the diurnal solar forcing. The models used all valid data within the first 7
min of each hour (as some background sessions started shortly after the exact hour) and starting 60 s after the
wind sensors had started working. This minimizes the effects of GTS power and thermal stabilization transients,
especially at nighttime. Some extended sessions occurring coincident with the hours sampled may have
contributed up to 7 min of data.
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The diurnal-scale forcing of the surface temperature is dominated by the solar radiation cycle. Hence, a first,
simplified model is a nonlinear least squares fit to an offset plus a cosine function of time plus an adjustable
time delay to capture the delayed response of the surface temperature to solar heating during daytime hours.
This assumes a surface response to solar insolation only. This approach provides some information on the
daytime response, daytime maximum, and its timing, while eliminating subdiurnal variability. Subdiurnal
variability can be caused by higher harmonics of the solar forcing and is captured in a second fit to a series of
12 harmonics of 24 h. These fits separate an offset (mean value) from higher-frequency (subdiurnal) variability
that can be compared to tidal effects. We used the fit of 12 harmonic modes to estimate the long-term
evolution of the minimum, maximum, andmean area-averaged surface temperatures. Forcing that can cause
deviations from the 12 harmonics model typically lasts between seconds and less than an hour and can be
compared to the timing of rover operations, rapid surface interactions with the environment, sudden
changes in atmospheric opacity, possible surface thermal processes, wind driven changes, shadows, or
sudden heat exchanges with the subsurface. The slower evolution is the focus of this work, which is driven by
the surface response to solar forcing and to atmosphere heat exchanges. The 12 mode limit is set from a
criterion used to study the diurnal ground temperature cycle on Earth’s bare soils, that is, without moisture
fluxes and vegetation influences [Verhoef, 2004].

Between sunset and sunrise, nighttime surface temperatures start evolving by releasing heat and
approaching a balance between convective exchanges with the atmosphere, net radiative cooling into the
atmosphere and subsurface, and diffusive heat transfer into the subsurface. Treating heat conduction to the
atmosphere as a second order effect, the rate of heat exchange is given by CpρV ∂tTk
(t) = Aσ(εTk

4� Ta
4) + kA∂zzTk(z,t), where Tk is the surface temperature, σTa

4 is the radiative heating from the
surrounding atmosphere, Cp is the regolith heat capacity, ρ is the average soil density (~1.5 Kg/m3 as in
section 2.4), V=AL is the volume element releasing heat, A is the surface observed by the GTS, L is the depth
of the volume element, ε is surface emissivity (~0.98 as in section 2.4), σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and
k is thermal diffusivity. If heat diffusion into the subsurface is neglected, the radiative heat transfer equation is
solved by 1/Tk

3 = 1/T0
3� (3εσ)/(LCp ρ) (t� t0). This model was fit to the nighttime GTS data and compared to a

fit to an exponential decay curve. These cases show how the ground temperature would respond to both
radiative cooling into an environment with temperature close to the surface temperature (linearized as Aσ
(εTk

4� Ta
4) ~ Aσμ(εTk� Ta)), and to diffusive cooling (where if the surface temperature over area A is driven

mainly by heat transfer to the subsurface as, CpρV∂tT(z,t) = kA∂zzT(z,t) and if the solution can be separated
as T(z,t) = T(z) × T(t), one gets the condition ∂t ln [T(t)] = k/(CpρL) where k/(CpρL) is approached as a
constant ct = k/(CpρL)). The nighttime surface temperature Tb(t) = ε1/4 × Tk(t) = ε1/4 × T(z = 0,t) changes as
∂tTb(t) = ct[Tb(t)� Teq]. The solution to this linear equation is Tb(t) = Teq + [Tb(ts)� Tb(teq)] exp[(t� ts)ct],
where ts is the time when the exponential decay starts and Teq is the final temperature at which it stops.

2.4. Thermal Model—KRC

Because surface brightness temperature varies with a number of environmental variables, such as albedo,
atmospheric opacity, pressure, etc., it cannot directly be compared readily from location to location and/or
over time. A thermal model can be used to examine the relationships between surface temperature and
time- and location-varying parameters and permit the extraction of thermal inertia, where thermal inertia is
the material property that exerts the greatest control on temperature variations and can be compared over
distance and time. Thermal inertia is a measure of the ability of a unit surface area to conduct and retain heat,
or alternately, its resistance to temperature changes over scales of millimeters to decimeters for the diurnal
thermal skin depth (and deeper over longer periods). Thermal inertia is the square root of the product of
thermal conductivity (κ), density (ρ), and specific heat capacity (c). Under Martian conditions, thermal
conductivity has the greatest range of variability and thus the greatest influence on thermal inertia. Dusty,
low thermal inertia surfaces heat up quickly during the day and release their heat quickly at night, whereas
high inertia, rocky surfaces tend to warm up more slowly during the day, but hold onto their heat longer in
the evening and/or overnight. Therefore, at its most basic, thermal inertia derived from diurnal temperature
measurements can be thought of as an indicator of particle size in the upper few centimeters of the surface;
measurements of temperature converted to thermal inertia can be used to predict the mean effective particle
size in the upper few cm of the surface for inertias less than about 350 [e.g., Presley and Christensen, 1997], if the
surface materials are laterally and vertically homogeneous or are well mixed over scales much smaller than the
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skin depth. However, the interpretation of thermal inertia can be complicated by factors such as induration/
cementation (which yields an apparently higher thermal inertia) [e.g., Piqueux and Christensen, 2009] and lateral
and vertical heterogeneity (which commonly lead to different apparent inertias at different times of day) [e.g.,
Putzig and Mellon, 2007a, 2007b]. Mellon et al. [2008] provide a detailed review of these factors, their influence
on measured diurnal surface temperatures, and Mars’ global thermal inertia.

To obtain estimates of thermal inertia from GTS ground temperatures, we compared the measured values to
those predicted by the KRC model [Kieffer, 2013], which solves the heat diffusion equation with an upper
boundary condition that includes periodic insolation through a dusty atmosphere, infrared radiative transfer
with the atmosphere, and condensation and accumulation of diurnal and seasonal CO2 frosts. The model also
allows for sloped surfaces or pits and subsurface layering as well as a variety of other potential conditions. Of
potential relevance here, the model does not incorporate the effects of winds or local rocks and shadows. This
model has been used extensively at Mars (for both general science and science in support of landing site
selection) with data from the Viking Infrared Thermal Mapper, TES, Mini-TES, and THEMIS instruments [e.g.,
Kieffer et al., 1977; Golombek et al., 1997, 2003; Titus et al., 2003; Christensen et al., 2005; Fergason et al., 2006a;
Bandfield, 2007; Nowicki and Christensen, 2007; Arvidson et al., 2008; Fergason et al., 2012]. To match the diurnal
curves on specific sols, we used KRC in the “one-point” mode, which permits the user to supply a list of
environmental conditions at specific locations and times; the model returns a predicted, top-of-atmosphere,
bolometric temperature (Tpla) that includes the effects of atmospheric dust and CO2, and a surface kinetic
temperature (Tk, appropriate for comparing to GTS and THEMIS Tb). More specifically, the inputs are a
combination of measured andmodeled parameters: latitude, hour, season (heliocentric longitude, Ls), elevation
(used to determine surface atmospheric pressure), slope, slope azimuth, visible atmospheric opacity, albedo,
and thermal inertia. By using the model iteratively, with changes to the estimated thermal inertia, one can
identify the best match to the amplitude of observed Tb values, enabling thermal inertia to be retrieved.
Plausible values of density (1500 kg/m3) and specific heat (630 J K�1 kg�1) for Martian regolith are preselected
and set in the model and were not varied between runs. Initial runs assumed a homogeneous subsurface;
additional model fits that include layering are discussed in section 4 but are not described in detail.

For consistency with prior investigations [e.g., Kieffer et al., 1977; Palluconi and Kieffer, 1981; Fergason et al.,
2006b, 2012], we allowed albedo to vary in the event that there are real local-scale variations, and/or the
surface is not Lambertian, and permitting some accommodation for uncertainties in the amount of
downwelling or reflected radiance. (Albedo cannot be constrained quantitatively at present from other MSL
observations.) Our initial estimates for emissivity, elevation, and density on all sols were ε= 0.98, h=�4500m,
and ρ=1500 kg/m3. We could not simultaneously model a surface within a crater having a local slope and
azimuth so we chose tomodel the local slope and azimuth at the rover’s location using themeter-scale values
derived for each location from HiRISE digital elevation models (F. Calef, personal communication, 2013). This
choice results in the neglect of IR energy reflected from the crater walls, which is expected to lead to small
(order 1 K) increases and decreases in average diurnal surface temperature (depending on season) for slopes
elevated 3.5° above the horizon [Kieffer, 2013]. Emissivity was estimated as being equivalent to the average
for dust over the wavelength range of the GTS (~0.98) and is not treated as a variable in our models because
Curiosity remained within an area of Gale Crater that is dust covered. Latitude (�4.6°) and elevation (�4500m)
were obtained from MSL localization data and are determined by matching features seen in map-projected
navigational images (i.e., Navcam) acquired by the rover to features seen in HiRISE-derived orthophotos and
digital elevation models (F. Calef, personal communication 2013). Elevation varies by only 16m along the
traverse through sol 100 and has no discernible effect on the model. Season and hour of observations are
known values and are adjusted for each sol. For sols 30–100, we used Mastcam-derived values for opacity (at
880 nm) obtained on or within a few sols of the GTS observation sol (calculated using the methods of [Lemmon
et al., 2004]). For our sol 10 analysis, we used values measured by the Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity
(http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/~lemmon/mars-tau-b.html). Values of opacity for sols 9–100 range between 0.61
and 1.20, and the model default visible/IR opacity ratio is 2.0.

In the case of the GTS data analyzed here, uncertainties in derived thermal inertia arise from instrument
calibration as well as the model itself (e.g., model physics and assumptions and numerical approaches), and
uncertainties in input variables (e.g., estimated surface slopes, albedo, visible/infrared opacity ratio, and
phase angle). Estimates of the individual uncertainties associated with many of these parameters are given
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byMellon et al. [2000a]; Fergason et al. [2006a, 2006b], and Putzig and Mellon [2007a]. Based on those studies,
thermal inertias derived from single-temperature, nighttime measurements by TES, THEMIS, and Mini-TES
have accuracy uncertainties of ~6%, 20%, and 20%, respectively. In this work, optimum fits were selected
based on their accuracy in replicating the diurnal amplitude as defined by both the predawn (~04:00 or 05:00
LMST) and peak midday (12:00 or 13:00 LMST) average hourly temperatures from the nominal REMS sessions.
Although the midday temperatures are affected by albedo to a greater degree than the predawn
temperatures, this is partially offset by their lower uncertainties. The accuracy of the predawn average GTS
temperatures will dominate our uncertainties and are on the order of those for orbital data, whichmeans that
our derived thermal inertias have uncertainties of ~20%, assuming noninstrumental sources of uncertainty
(e.g., visible/IR opacity ratio) are the same as in prior studies. Different model approaches may yield slightly
different values of thermal inertia [e.g., Putzig et al., 2004; Kieffer, 2013], but this is not considered problematic
in general [Mellon et al., 2008], and we are only comparing inertias derived from the samemodel. Our primary
objectives are to enable an assessment of how closely measured surface temperatures match an ideal model,
estimate thermal inertias, and permit relative comparisons of these properties along Curiosity’s traverse by
accounting for environmental variables that influence measured temperatures.

3. Results

3.1. Diurnal Temperature Variations

Figure 3 shows full-resolution GTS data for sol 30, with nominal 5 min background sessions each hour and
extended blocks at 04:00, 10:00, 13:00, 18:00, and 23:00 LMST. Overlaid on the individual data points are
hourly average temperatures produced from ~5min of data acquired in the first 6 min of each hour, excluding
any low-quality data (the data were required occur in the first 6 min of the hour to ensure comparability
between data from different sols in subsequent analyses). Because the scatter in the full-resolution data and the
lack of equivalent time-resolution coverage at all times of daymake it difficult to ascertain the exact times of the
minimum and maximum diurnal temperatures, we generally use the temperatures from the 5 min hourly
averages (unless otherwise stated) and refer to the minima and maxima in terms of the closest corresponding
hourly measurement. The hourly averages indicate that theminimum temperature was at 05:00 LMST on sol 30,
and themaximum temperature was observed at 13:00 LMST. (LTST for the first 100 sols was roughly 40min later
than LMST.)

Figure 3. Full-resolution GTS data for sol 30 and averages of the first ~5min of valid data in each hour with 3 and 1 sigma
uncertainties (see text for description of errors). Note that the uncertainties are not equivalent to the standard deviation;
data density is not well represented by a plot of this type. Extended blocks of data were acquired at 04:00, 10:00, 13:00, 18:00,
and 23:00 LMST. There was not sufficient data meeting selection criteria to calculate the hourly average at 03:00 LMST.
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3.1.1. Sol 10–100 Temperature Trends
Figure 4 shows the ~5 min hourly average diurnal curves for 87 sols between sols 9 and 100; some sols were
excluded because full diurnal coverage or data near the diurnal minimum and/or maximumwere not available.
In general, the curves exhibit the expected profile, but variations are visible, such as peak temperatures at
different times near midday and “kinks” in the afternoon/evening cooling trend. Differences in peak temperatures
are not easily correlated with any one parameter and can vary with properties such as thermal inertia,
heterogeneity in the surfacematerials, surface slopes, atmospheric opacity, and season. Possible origins of kinks
in the afternoon are discussed below.

The observedmean (and standard deviation) values of the each 5min hourly temperature averages are shown in
Figure 5 for three time intervals: sols 10–40, 41–70, and 71–100 (with the intervals beginning at approximately
Ls=156.0°, 172.6°, and 190.2°, respectively, and the last one ending at Ls=207.7°). The measurements in the third
period were all made at a single location informally referred to as Rocknest. The mean diurnal ground
temperatures for each period are 228, 230, and 232K, respectively. Generally, the standard deviations are largest
before dawn and after sunset, consistent with the lower signal-to-noise performance of the GTS at colder
temperatures. The minimum observed temperatures range from 186 to 190K and occurs at 05:00 LMST in the
first 70 sols, and at 04:00 LMST in the last 30 sols. Themaximumobserved ground temperature in the first period
is at 13:00 LMST (278 K), whereas it is at 12:00 LMST in the latter two periods (283 and 286K).

The above approaches for visualizing the data obviously are not conducive to resolving variations over time
(i.e., looking at large quantities of data simultaneously). An approach to quickly reducing the data complexity
without invoking models or fitting functions is to look at the total diurnal temperature range, which we refer
to as delta T. Because thermal inertia generally controls the amplitude of the diurnal temperature cycle
[Mellon et al., 2008, and references therein], delta T can be thought of as a loose proxy for apparent thermal
inertia. Figure 6 shows the maximumminus the minimum diurnal temperature (from 5 min hourly averages),
delta T, for the 87 sols shown in Figure 4. Variations in atmospheric dust opacity can affect diurnal amplitude
substantially; to a lesser degree albedo can affect amplitude, but large variations in albedo are required, and
there is no evidence for such variations across Bradbury Rise. Because ground temperatures measured on sols
during which the rover moved represent differing surfaces at different times of day and are also at increased
risk of variations in temperature due to the changing influence of the RTG, data points in Figure 6 are colored
by whether the rover was stationary that sol (black) or it moved (red).

For a fixed thermal inertia over the seasonal range of our observations (Ls=~150–208°), daytime temperatures
rise faster than nighttime temperatures, resulting in a larger delta T with sol (Figure 6). The largest observed

Figure 4. Diurnal curves for sols 10–100 (Ls=156.2–207.7°); data shown have 1 h resolution and are derived from ~5 min
hourly averages (see text). Sols without complete diurnal coverage are excluded.
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delta T values were on sols 44 and 45 and
fall in the field bounded by thermal
inertias of 250–300. The lowest delta T
values, chiefly from sols 25–42 to 98–100,
lie in the field bounded by inertias from
350 to 400. There do not appear to be
any delta T values indicative of thermal
inertias higher than 400 along the first
100 sols of Curiosity’s traverse.

Data complexity also can be reduced,
and trends in the diurnal mean and
maximum evaluated, by filtering the
ground temperature data. The data in
Figure 7 were low-pass filtered using the
approaches described in section 2.3.
Figure 7a compares the series fit with 12
harmonics for sol 91 (solid red line) to
the data (black symbols). This fit is
compared to a single cosine of local
time plus offset (daytime green dashed
line), which has a larger standard
deviation from the observation than the
deviation between data and the 12
mode model. The result of the fit to
nighttime radiative cooling is shown as
blue dashed lines in Figure 7a, and its
standard deviation from the nighttime
temperatures is larger than the fit using
12 harmonics and the exponential
(nighttime green dashed line). All fits
filter out the signatures of high-
frequency systematic and random
errors. The zero-order term in the 12
mode fit is interpreted as the sol average
ground temperature. The resulting
evolution of the mean diurnal ground
temperature through sol 100 is shown in
red in Figure 7b. Also shown are the
minimum and maximum of the fit for
each sol, generated at 1 min resolution.
Maximum and mean values over the
first 100 sols show the expected
seasonal increase in mean surface
temperature. Because the first 100 sols
did not cover enough time to fit the
seasonal change to a Fourier series, we
compare them to a linear trend.
Occasional excursions from this trend
correlate with changes in rover location,
orientation, and the REMS UV sensor

radiance fluxes that are used as a proxy for changes in solar flux caused by changes in atmospheric opacity. A
mean Tb warming anomaly occurs near sol 20, attributable to an increase in UV irradiance. Another warm
anomaly peaking near sol 42 also coincides with an increase in UV irradiance, but the rover changed tilt angle

Figure 5. Mean hourly ground temperatures for sols 10–40, 41–70, and
71–100. Error bars on plots are standard deviations on averages. Triangles
are lowestmeasured hourly temperatures on any sol in the period and circles
are the maximummeasured hourly temperatures on any sol in the period.
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several times in this period, and it is
difficult to separate the effect of rover
motion. Sols 40 and 46 show a mild
cooling anomaly in mean ground
temperature—the UV irradiance did not
change significantly but the rover moved
to new locations. After sol 54 there are
several anomalies associated with
significant changes in rover location and
tilt as Curiosity approached Rocknest.
After Curiosity parked at Rocknest, the
mean Tb remained very stable except for
a small cold anomaly on sol 98 even as
that sol’s UV maximum dropped.

The minimum nighttime ground
temperatures remained very stable,
whereas as mean and maximum surface
temperatures increased, as expected for
the season. The maximum surface
temperatures increased at a rate of
0.1 K/sol and the mean increased at a rate
of 0.08 K/sol. The mean and maximum
display additional variability in the form
of deviations from the trend but are not
always correlated. The warming anomaly
in mean temperature near sols 18–25 is
not apparent in the maximum
temperature. The cold mean Tb anomaly

on sols 44–46 is correlated with an increase in difference between minimum, and on sols 52–56 the warm
anomaly coincides with a decrease in the difference fromminimum tomaximum. On sol 98 the cold anomaly
in the mean correlates with a smaller difference between minimum and maximum. Although changes in
rover orientation make it difficult to separate changes in thermal surface properties from changes in the GTS
footprint, the drop in diurnal temperature range for sols 96–100 is also correlated with increased atmospheric
UV and 880 nm opacity. Section 3.2 demonstrates how the local thermal inertia helps explain some of the
observed deviations from the long-term trends.

The nighttime dynamics of the surface modeled with an exponential decay toward an equilibrium
temperature provides the best fit for the thermal relaxation. Cooling is occurring because the surface is
transmitting heat into the air, via net radiative cooling, and the subsurface at the same time. The good
agreement of the data with exponential cooling reflects that these heat losses from the surface into the air
and the subsurface combine to follow a Newtonian cooling parameterization. Over the first 100 sols, the
mean values for this model were Tb(teq) ~187 K, 1/ct ~ 5.4 h. The fit does not allow us to separate reliably
the other two parameters, [Tb(ts)� Tb(teq)] and ts. The evolution of these parameters as a function of sol is
shown in Figure 8 along with filtered versions derived using a low-pass, nonlinear Hilbert-Huang transform
to guide the eye. The cooling rate, 1/ct, is the ratio of the heat diffusivity over the square of the depth of
the conductive layer. Taking heat diffusivity constants consistent with the thermal inertia values discussed
below, k~10�7 m2s�1 [e.g., Zent et al., 2010]; the conductive layer depth would for this parameterized
model would be ~5 cm. Within the spread of values for 1/ct, Figure 8 seems to suggest three units with a
trend toward slightly increasing thermal relaxation times and hence slowly increasing thermal inertia. The
changes in Teq are more complicated to interpret because they result from changes in location,
orientation, and atmospheric opacity changes that would lead to changes in the net radiative cooling
between surface and atmosphere. The maxima correlate with the periods with anomalies in UV radiation
toward a lower peak near sols 20, 54, or after sol 97. The Teq maxima also correlate with the lower delta T
observed in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Total diurnal temperature variation for 87 sols between sols
10 and 100 with 1 sigma uncertainties. Sols without complete cover-
age near dawn and midday are not shown. Red points are sols during
which the rover moved such that the area observed by the GTS chan-
ged during the course of the day. Contours represent the delta tem-
peratures that are predicted as a function of season and thermal inertia
for materials having an albedo of 0.22 and under atmospheric condi-
tions of visible opacity = 0.7. Deviations from these opacity and albedo
values at individual locations or times will alter the expected delta T
(e.g., after sol 94, see text for discussion). Seasonal increases in delta
T result from an increase in solar flux at the surface.
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3.1.2. Phobos and Deimos Transit Observations
REMS acquired measurements during three transits of Mars’ moons across the solar disk: grazing transits of
Phobos on sol 37 at 14:36 LMST and sol 42 at 05:37 LMST, and a full transit of Deimos on sol 42 at 12:04 LMST.
The influence of these transits on the insolation received near Curiosity is limited by the small apparent
angular diameter of the moons compared to that of the Sun, the grazing geometry, and the short durations
(approximately 16, 30, and 114 s, respectively). Resulting changes to the temperatures of surface materials
with low-to-moderate thermal inertias would be limited to the upper ~1mm [Betts et al., 1995].

No effects on ground temperature are discernible in the GTS data, as would be expected given the sensitivity
and accuracy of the GTS sensors compared to the extremely small fractional reduction of insolation resulting
from the occultingmoons over a very short period of time. Betts et al. [1995] detected brightness temperature
changes of ~5 K within Phobos’ shadow in orbital radiometer data. Significantly, smaller changes would be
expected for the grazing Phobos transits witnessed by REMS. Deimos’ effect would be minor even in a full

Figure 7. (a) Observed sol 91 diurnal temperatures (black symbols) compared to a least squares fit to a series of 12 harmo-
nics (red solid line), a daytime sinusoidal function (dashed green daytime), a nighttime exponential (dashed green night-
time), and to a linear fit to pure radiative cooling to the inverse of temperature cubed (dashed blue). Nighttime fits are for
the whole transition from one sol sunset to the next sunrise after the REMS UV sensor measures less than 0.03Wm�2

downward irradiance. (b) Mean (red), minimum, and maximum (blue) diurnal ground temperatures derived from the fit
from each sol’s observation to a series of 12 harmonics similar to that shown in Figure 7a. Rover yaw is shown at top with a
resolution of 45°. Mean (sol) = 225.66+ 0.077 *sol (standard deviation= 0.66) with R2 = 0.898. Maximum (sol) = 273.33 +
0.124 *sol (std. dev. 1.59) with R2 = 0.797. Minimum (sol) = 191.03+ 0.004 *sol (standard deviation 2.11) with R2 = 0.002.
Gray dashed lines show the 200 and the 273 K isotherms for reference.
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transit due to its small apparent size.
REMS observed small (<1%) decreases
in insolation using its ultraviolet sensors,
but it does not measure total insolation.
If total insolation also decreased by 1%,
the temperature of a surface in radiative
equilibrium would change by <1 K,
smaller than the variability in the GTS
measurements at timescales of order 1
to 10 s.
3.1.3. Comparison to
THEMIS Temperatures
One of the benefits of having in situ
surface temperature measurements is
that they allow for comparisons with the
remote sensing-derived data that are
used to characterize much of the
Martian surface. Such comparisons, to
the degree allowed by the uncertainties
associated with each data set, enable

cross validation of results. During the first 100 sols, the 2001 Mars Odyssey orbiter flew over MSL’s location in
Gale Crater on two occasions and acquired infrared temperature measurements in the afternoon (there were
no nighttime passes during this period). At 15:59 LMST on sol 30, THEMIS (I47595001) measured a
temperature of ~239 ±2 K at Curiosity’s location. Although the MSL team was not yet coordinating REMS
measurements with the ODY passes, the timing of the ODY pass coincided closely with the 16:00 LMST REMS
session, where the average temperature from 16:00 to 16:05 LMST was ~253 ±1 K. The first coordinated
THEMIS/REMS measurements were made on sol 100, with an extended REMS session acquired from 16:00 to
17:05 LMST (Figure 9). At 16:06 LMST, THEMIS (I48469001) measured a temperature of 250 ±2 K and the
average temperature measured by the GTS for the 10 s around 16:06 was 257 ±1 K.

3.2. Derived Thermal Inertia

Figure 10 shows the GTS-measured hourly temperatures for sols 10, 30, 44, and 54, the average of sols 84–87
(all four sols at the same Rocknest location), and sol 100 as compared to the temperature profiles predicted
from the KRC thermal model for the same seasonal conditions and optimized to match the minimum and
maximum measured temperatures. These sols represent locations along the traverse that are expected to
exhibit a representative range of thermophysical properties, such an area affected by the descent engines
(sol 10), a location with the largest delta T value (sol 44), a location with a small delta T that is expected to be
well outside the area influenced by the descent engines (sol 54), sols at the same location (Rocknest) but
having substantially different atmospheric conditions (sols 84–87 and 100, respectively), and sols with
simultaneous THEMIS coverage (sols 30 and 100). These sols also avoid rover movement, with the exception
of sol 100 at Rocknest when the rover bumped at ~13:30 LMST. Sunrise varied between 05:18 and 05:28 LMST
during the first 100 sols, and sunset occurred between 17:20 and 17:27 LMST. However, the topography of the
crater rim delays sunrise by roughly 10min (and sunset occurs roughly 10min earlier). With the exception
noted below, shadows did not affect the GTS data used in the hourly averages shown here.

Based on our fits, the materials shown here as examples of the variety along Curiosity’s traverse have thermal
inertias ranging from 265 to 375. However, we were unable to match the measured diurnal temperature
curves throughout the entirety of any given sol. Models that best matched the diurnal amplitude could not
replicate the breadth of the measured temperature curve or the shape of the curve. In all cases, measured
temperatures rise earlier in the morning and cool later in the afternoon and early evening than the model-
predicted temperatures.

Looking at the results in more detail, the best fit to measured minimum and maximum temperatures was
obtained for sol 10 (Bradbury Landing) using a thermal inertia of 340 and an albedo of 0.16, as compared to
the THEMIS-derived thermal inertia of 370 [Fergason et al., 2012] and an albedo of 0.22 obtained from TES

Figure 8. Evolution of the parameters that describe best an exponential
nighttime relaxation (symbols) and an empirical nonlinear low-pass filter
using the Hilbert-Huang transform (dashed lines).
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bolometric measurements. Although
the width of the KRC-derived curve for
sol 10 is a closermatch to the observations
than any other sol shown here, it still does
not match throughout the entire sol to
within the uncertainties of the GTS data.
We also note that on sol 10, the position
of the rover resulted in shadows being
cast over a portion of the GTS footprint
from approximately 05:45 to 09:08 LMST.
These shadows may have delayed or
reduced the apparent warming of the
surface during these hours.

On sols 30, 44, and 54, the model-
derived temperatures exhibit similar
trends relative to the measured data but
with greater differences than observed
on sol 10. Rover shadowing did not
affect any of these observations. The
model-derived thermal inertias range
from 260 to 375 in comparison to values
of 373–402 obtained from prelanding
THEMIS data [Fergason et al., 2012].
Model-derived albedos of 0.21–0.24 are
close to the regional average of 0.22.
Small deviations from an ideal cooling
trend (an apparent decrease in the rate
of cooling) are apparent between 19:00
and 22:00 LMST on these sols. These
typically last for 1 to 2 h.

Observations of the Rocknest sand
shadow and vicinity (sols 84–87 and
100) show effects of surface slopes,
substantial atmospheric opacity
changes, and surface textural/albedo
changes. Sols 84–87 exhibit nearly
identical diurnal temperatures (and
delta T, see Figure 6) and their average
temperature curve shows a similar
mismatch in the morning and
afternoon/evening hours as observed
for the sols described above. Ultimately,
obtaining the best fit required

modifying the local geometry for the local slope and azimuth of the sand shadow (30° at an azimuth of 150°.
The derived thermal inertia is 300 versus 402 from THEMIS but this is not surprising, as discussed below. By sol
100, atmospheric opacity had nearly doubled to 1.2 from ~0.55 on sols 84–87, and there is a discernible
decrease in the diurnal temperature amplitude (Figure 6). Because our initial model conditions take into
account the opacity measured closest to the time of the GTS measurements, we expect that the best fit
should resemble that for sols 84–87 in terms of thermal inertia and albedo (neither of which should change
substantially), but it does not. The best fit to the diurnal amplitude is instead achieved with the same thermal
inertia, but requires a greatly reduced albedo (0.08) relative to themodel-derived value for the average of sols
84–87 (0.25) and the regional value of 0.22. This reduction in albedo may indicate inaccurate model
treatment of scattering and/or inaccurate default values for atmospheric properties that prevent the model

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) THEMIS infrared image I48469001 acquired over Gale Crater
on sol 100 at 16:44 LMST. (Figure 9a, left) Band 9 (12.57μm) brightness
temperature (darker is cooler). (Figure 9a, right) A decorrelation stretch
(DCS) of bands 9, 6, and 4 in red, green, and blue, respectively. Mafic
dunes appear pink to magenta in the DCS, dusty surfaces are yellow
green, and clouds (near the northern crater rim) appear blue. The
approximate location of Curiosity is denoted by white stars. Images are
~32 km wide and extend from�3.8°N to�6.6°S. Image credit: NASA/JPL/
ASU. (b) Overlay of THEMIS colorized surface temperature (245–255 K,
image I48469001) on Figure 1. Line with points indicates Curiosity’s traverse
through sol 100. Blue colors are coldest surfaces (~245K) and yellow
orange colors are warmest surfaces (~255K).
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from adequately representing conditions like those at Rocknest during periods of high opacity. Although the
GTS footprint was in partial shadow at times on the afternoon of sol 100, that shadowing did not occur during
the nominal sessions shown. Deviations from a typical cooling trend are observed in the Rocknest data as
well, but with a substantial slow-down in cooling on the afternoon of sol 100 relative to prior sols.

In summary, the thermal model is always cooler in the morning (~06:00–10:00 LMST) and in the afternoon/early
evening (~14:00–19:00 LMST) than the actual measured temperatures. In this analysis, we do not see evidence
of the anomalous cooling described from Mariner 9 and Viking data, which was characterized by observed
temperatures that were lower than predicted [e.g., Kieffer et al., 1973, 1977]. Those observations have been
hypothesized to result from a vertically heterogeneousmixture ofmaterials, where the upper layer is composed
of a few centimeters of low-inertia dust and the lower layer is comprised of more indurated material [e.g.,
Ditteon, 1982]. Figure 11 shows the hourly differences between the measured and closest modeled values. The
maximum differences in the morning are at 08:00 LMST, with the model underestimating temperatures by
~10–22 K. Afternoon and early evening temperatures are underestimated by a maximum of 4–12K at 16:00
LMST. The large difference at 19:00 LMST on sol 100 probably includes effects related to a change in the GTS
footprint postbump, where the field of view changed to include the disturbed surface of the sand shadow,
which became darker-toned and more compacted by the rover wheels.

4. Interpretations
and Discussion
4.1. Diurnal Temperature Variations

Analysis of the raw data, delta T, and fits
to diurnal curves from sol 10 to 100
(Ls= 156.0° to 207.7°) show the expected
seasonal increase in mean and
maximum ground temperatures,
including the greater rate of change of
the maximum temperature. Mean and
maximum values for the diurnal ground
temperature cycle show this increasing
trend to follow different rates, and the
local deviations from the trend with
correlated mean and maximum are

Figure 10. Examples of diurnal temperatures measured by GTS and hourly temperatures derived from fits using the KRC
thermal model [Kieffer, 2013]. Peak (3 sigma) uncertainties are shown for GTS data.

Figure 11. Temperature residuals as a function of time of day. Themodel,
which is optimized to match observed temperatures at the minimum
and maximum of the diurnal curve, is always colder in the morning and
afternoon/early evening. For reference, average uncertainty values
(positive only) are shown for each hour of the included sols.
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common during periods when the rover was driving. This suggests that these deviations may be caused, at
least in part, by viewing differing surfaces with different thermal properties within a given sol. Anomalies of
the mean and maxima were anticorrelated more commonly when there were changes in atmospheric
UV opacity.

There appear to be two primary delta T regimes that are not related to opacity variations and suggest
different thermal inertia surface. Apparent inertias from ~300 to 350 are common (on nondrive sols) between
sols 10 and 24, two sols between 46 and 51, and sols 57–98. Apparent inertias from ~350 to 400 are common
between sols 25–37, on sol 54, and sols 99–100. This range of apparent inertias corresponds well with the
thermal inertias we derived from KRC (265–375), although this is to be expected, as the KRC model fits
focused on reproducing the diurnal amplitude. From sol 57 to 100, Curiosity sat at Rocknest, but delta T values
for sols 98–100 suggest a decrease in the apparent thermal inertia, a trend that becomes apparent starting on
sol 95. However, the material properties should not change so much over such a short timescale. In this case,
delta T fails as a measure of apparent thermal inertia because atmospheric opacity increased substantially
during this time, from ~0.6 on sol 87 to ~1.2 on sol 100. The increased atmospheric opacities measured by
MSL coincide with the onset of cross-equatorial dust storm activity in images of the northern hemisphere
[Malin et al., 2012]. The increase in opacity effectively insulates the surface and attenuates the typical diurnal
temperature amplitude [e.g., Mellon et al., 2000b], with the greatest effect being observed in the nighttime
hours such that the surface stays warmer than during lower opacity periods.

The reductions in cooling rate (kinks, Figures 4 and 10) in some of the evening data are particularly interesting
and appear to reflect a process that occurs over relatively short timescales and is not correlated with drive
sols. We considered whether this might be attributable to surface-atmosphere interactions. The Mars
Regional Atmospheric Modeling System mesoscale model [Rafkin et al., 2001], which has been validated
against available observational data [e.g., Vasavada et al. [2012]; Chen et al. [2010]], indicates that turbulent
exchange of heat with the atmosphere, particularly at night, contributes very little to changes in the surface
ground temperatures. (Failure of one of the wind sensors greatly limits quantitative comparison to those
data, and air temperature measurements are influenced by the thermal properties of the rover, making a
direct comparison with model air temperature difficult. Also, the lowest atmospheric level in the model is at
~10m, which does not coincide with the 1.5m height of the REMS temperature sensor.) Dynamics
(intermittent nocturnal vertical mixing) episodically keep the atmosphere warmer than it should be under
pure radiative forcing, but this represents a perturbation warming of only a few Kelvin. Finally, the timescales
of the observed changes in cooling rate appear inconsistent with this explanation, which is not expected to
result in rapid (hourly) changes in surface temperature.

Water ice clouds conceivably could affect late afternoon/evening temperatures in the same way that
increased dust opacity does over longer timescales, by insulating the surface and increasing downwelling
radiance. There is evidence from many studies that there is intrasol variability in the presence and opacity of
water ice clouds, particularly in association with the aphelion season [e.g., Clancy et al., 1996; Christensen,
1998; Wolff et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2003; Tamppari et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2007; Smith, 2009]. The THEMIS-
derived water ice opacities for the sol 100 observation are ~0.05 and the decorrelation stretched infrared
image in Figure 9 hints at the presence of clouds over the Gale Crater floor. Orbital visible imaging
observations also are reported to show the presence of water ice clouds at Curiosity’s location, particularly in
association with the overall increase in atmospheric opacity from sols 94 to 100 [Malin et al., 2012]. Diurnally
varying clouds, possibly associated with the thermal tide, might explain some of the discrepancies between
measured and modeled temperature. Data from MSL, Mars Odyssey, and Mars Express might be used to
identify such clouds in ongoing observations.

4.2. Comparison to Temperatures Measured by THEMIS

In section 3.1.3, we compared GTS-measured temperatures to temperatures measured in the afternoon by
the THEMIS instrument. We believe the correspondence between temperatures measured by THEMIS and
REMS GTS is good, taking into consideration the differences between the two instruments’ wavelength
ranges and the area of the surface they observe. THEMIS temperatures are integrated over a 0.8μm wide
channel from a position above the atmosphere over an area 10,000m2, whereas GTS temperatures are
integrated over a 6μm wide channel from within a few meters of the surface and a nominal area of only
~100m2. For both pairs of observations (sols 30 and 100), REMS-derived temperatures are warmer (14 and
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4 K, respectively) than those measured by THEMIS. THEMIS band 9 is located in a spectral region of high
emissivity for surface materials, but the apparent emissivity can be reduced slightly by absorption due to
atmospheric aerosols and the wings of the atmospheric CO2 band. Temperatures compared from two sols are
not sufficient to draw any substantial conclusions and additional coordinated observations are needed to
provide better statistics. Nonetheless, the THEMIS temperatures may be reduced relative to the GTS
temperatures as a result of atmospheric phenomena and the different spatial scales of the observations—
certainly the surface observed by Curiosity on the afternoon of sol 100 at Rocknest is not representative of
the area observed by THEMIS. Alternately, we note that the THEMIS temperatures appear to be closer to the
temperatures predicted by the thermal model. It is conceivable that there could be an unaccounted for effect
in the GTS data that leads to anomalously high temperatures; however, without additional analyses, our
number of GTS-THEMIS comparison points is too small to determine a definitive reason for the differences
between the data sets. Future analyses will include predawn temperatures measured by THEMIS at MSL’s
location with simultaneously acquired temperatures from the GTS; these will provide additional constraints
on the degree to which THEMIS and GTS obtain similar results.

4.3. Thermal Inertia Model

As shown in section 3.2, our attempts to model the diurnal temperatures of surface materials along Curiosity’s
traverse through sol 100 were not completely successful. Although we were generally able to recreate the
amplitude of daily temperature curves by adjusting albedo and thermal inertia, we were unable to recreate the
width of the curves. First, we discuss the derived inertias and albedos as compared to orbital measurements,
followed possible origins of the observed trends in the morning and afternoon/evening hours.

The thermal inertias retrieved from our amplitude-optimized models can be compared to orbitally derived
values because thermal inertia is the primary control on thermal amplitude (when opacity is taken into account,
as it is in our models). Our modeled inertias across Bradbury Rise range from 265 to 375 for the sols shown here.
THEMIS predawn thermal inertias over the same area range from ~370 to 402 [Fergason et al., 2012] and values
derived from TES predawn observations range from 335 to 425 [Christensen et al., 2001; Putzig et al., 2005]. TES
daytime observations suggest the lowest orbital inertia value of 287 [Putzig and Mellon, 2007a]. Including
uncertainties, the GTS-derived inertias overlap orbitally derived inertias, although they tend to lie at the low end
of the range of values derived from the highest spatial resolution THEMIS measurements.

Derived albedos typically are within 0–0.03 of the measured regional bolometric albedo (0.22) from TES and
do not suggest substantially different thermal absorption during the day than is expected based on the
orbital values. Larger deviations were observed at Bradbury Landing on sol 10 (derived value of 0.16) and
Rocknest on sol 100 (0.08). At Bradbury Landing, this difference can be attributed in large part to the removal
of dust and fines by the descent engines, which resulted in darkening of the surface (Figure 1); this effect was
no longer apparent by sol 30 at a distance of ~30 m from the landing site. By sol 100, the atmospheric opacity
had increased substantially, and any incorrect model physics or parameters related to the behavior of the
atmosphere (e.g., visible/IR opacity ratio, single-scattering albedo, and scattering asymmetry) appear to be
having a much stronger influence on our best fit albedo (which also can be thought of as a change in the
mean diurnal temperature).

The temperature misfits between the models and the observations in the morning and afternoon/evening
hours suggest that one or more physical conditions affecting the measured temperatures are not included in
the model (Table 1). These conditions have predictable effects (underestimate or overestimate and
magnitude) on modeled temperatures, the majority of which are most pronounced in the morning,
afternoon, or evening hours [e.g., Ditteon, 1982]. One of biggest clues we have into our anomalies is that the
deviations from the model are broadly symmetric around midday and positive in sign. Of the processes in
Table 1, only temperature-dependent properties are expected to lead to positive anomalies in both the
morning and the afternoon. Our measured-modeled temperature differences (Figure 11) qualitatively
resemble those resulting from the effects of temperature-dependent properties [Kieffer, 2013], including
larger differences in the morning than in the afternoon. However, the typical magnitude of such effects
(~1.5–4 K) [Ditteon, 1982; Kieffer, 2013] is up to a factor of 10 smaller than what we observe.

In terms of replicating the magnitude of our measured-modeled temperature differences (10–20 K in the
morning, depending on location), only vertical heterogeneity can account for their full magnitude. However,
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a significant problem with attributing all deviations from a heterogeneous model to vertical layering is that
the temperature residuals should be negative in the afternoon but are not. Nonetheless, there are a few
observations that suggest vertical heterogeneity may contribute to the deviation of the GTS-measured
temperatures from those of a homogeneous model, such as the difference in apparent daytime and
nighttime thermal inertias derived from TES over this location. In addition, althoughmorning warming occurs
earlier than predicted by the model at Bradbury Landing (sol 10), it is to a lesser degree than is observed for
the other locations shown in Figure 10. The sol 10 results might be explained by the removal of surface dust
and fine particulates (which would heat up earlier in the morning than predicted by our model) by the
descent engines. This in turn suggests that an undisturbed layer of dust and fines overlying higher-inertia
materials at locations away from Bradbury Landing could account for some of the larger observed differences
between measured and modeled temperatures in the morning hours. Because the magnitude of the misfits
between the modeled and measured temperatures initially seemed to have a limited number of plausible
origins and because the visual observations of local geology qualitatively support the possibility of vertical
heterogeneity, we remodeled some of the cases shown in Figure 10 with KRC configured to assume a two-
layer subsurface. We considered several different depths to the lower layer and several different material
properties for the two layers, but were unable to match the measured curves. In particular, the problem of
overly warm measured surfaces in the afternoon remains and cannot be explained by vertical heterogeneity.
Because the case of vertical layering cannot explain the observations in their entirety, and its potential
contribution to the observations cannot be quantified, we have chosen not to show these model results or
describe them in detail, as they may be at best incomplete and at worst misleading.

There are a number of other possible effects. Unaccounted for temperature dependence and/or horizontal
heterogeneity in thermal inertia or small-scale slopes [e.g., Putzig and Mellon, 2007b] can produce
underestimates of temperature of ~5 K or more in the afternoon and evening and could be contributors to
these residuals. Phase angle effects, in combination with preferential heating of surface roughness elements
(rocks), could affect temperatures in the morning and afternoon. Such effects should correlate with rover
orientation relative to the solar path, but we observe no such correlations in the data acquired during the first
100 sols. This may be reasonable, as the surfaces traversed by Curiosity in this timeframe are generally quite
flat and devoid of many large clasts [Yingst et al., 2013]. Additionally, phase angle effects are not expected to
be symmetric aroundmidday. Angle-dependent albedomight be a contributor and would be proportional to
solar zenith angle and symmetric around noon. The effects with the least overall impact (1–2 K) are sensible
heat exchange, phase changes (with the latter being unlikely at Curiosity’s location [Mellon et al., 2004]), and
our neglect of the IR energy reflected from the crater walls. As stated above, we cannot rule out the possibility
that the physics and parameter values assumed in the thermal model have an influence; sensitivity studies
investigating these assumptions as they apply to our fits to the GTS observations are ongoing.

The early warming and delayed cooling (and changes in the rate of cooling) of the surface in Gale Crater
relative to model predictions seem especially unusual in light of the fact that the topography of the crater rim
effectively delays sunrise and advances the time of sunset. Here we offer more speculative hypotheses (not
included in Table 1) as to conditions that might contribute to the observed behavior. As described above,
water ice clouds have been detected at equatorial latitudes at several times of day, particularly in the
aphelion season [e.g., Clancy et al., 1996; Christensen, 1998;Wolff et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2003; Tamppari et al.,

Table 1. Temperature Residuals and Magnitudes of Physical Processes Not Accounted for in Thermal Model (After
Ditteon [1982] and Including Data From Kieffer [2013])a

Process Sign and Time of Day of Temperature Residual Magnitude (K) Seasonal effect?

Observations positive morning/positive afternoon 20 TBD
Vertical heterogeneity positive morning/negative evening 25 no
Dust (atmospheric) positive morning/negative evening 5 yes
Non-Lambertian scattering negative morning/negative afternoon 5 no
Surface roughness negative morning/negative evening 5 no
Horizontal heterogeneity positive night 5 no
Temperature dependence positive morning/positive afternoon 2 yes
Sensible heat exchange negative at noon 2 yes
Phase change negative morning/positive afternoon 1 yes

a“Observations” refers to residuals for Gale Crater measurements (Figure 12).
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2003;Wilson et al., 2007; Smith, 2009;Madeleine et al., 2012]. Such clouds might inhibit radiative cooling in the
afternoon. The KRC model assumes atmospheric dust is well mixed, but this is known to not always be the
case [e.g.,Wolff et al., 2006]. Therefore, we also speculate as to whether it may be possible that confined dust
and/or high-altitude water ice clouds over Gale Crater might reflect solar illumination onto the surface in the
minutes leading up to dawn, enabling the surface to begin heating earlier than predicted by the model. If so,
the dust or clouds must not linger or have sufficient opacity to subsequently inhibit radiative heating of the
surface in the first few hours after sunrise as predicted from models and observed in Viking infrared thermal
mapper data [Flasar and Goody, 1976; Kieffer et al., 1977]. The data in this study span the transitional period
between the aphelion and perihelion seasons, and detailed analysis of additional data is needed to establish
if either of these proposed conditions might have occurred at the requisite seasonal and diurnal times. A
feature in KRC allows for the extension of twilight past the geometric terminator, enabling us to simulate the
possible effects of early warming and late cooling due to atmospheric phenomena on predicted temperatures.
Qualitatively, extending twilight does broaden the modeled temperature curve slightly and represents a
promising result that requires additional work to validate as a plausible contributor to the observed ground
temperatures. The extension of twilight alone, however, does not result in an ideal fit to the measured curve
again suggesting that multiple effects are likely responsible for the observed diurnal temperatures.

In summary, it seems likely that understanding the differences between observed and modeled diurnal
temperatures in Gale Crater requires disentangling the cumulative effects of several physical conditions and/
or erroneous model assumptions. A more complex model than we have used here is needed, but is beyond
the scope of this work. Although obtaining better fits to the GTS temperatures may require a complex
solution, the GTS data clearly demonstrate the value of having systematic, hourly measurements, which have
revealed new and unexpected diurnal temperature behaviors not previously observed in more limited time-
of-day in situ measurements.

4.4. Comparison of Derived Thermal Inertia With Observed Physical Properties

One major advantage of the MSL instrument complement (over orbital measurements) for thermophysical
studies is the ability to correlate measured temperatures with detailed geological properties of the surface
(e.g., particle size distribution, evidence of layering and/or cementation, etc.) at the scales that control the
diurnal thermal behavior of the surface. Images acquired of the terrain around the rover by the Navcam, Mars
Science Laboratory Mars Hand Lens Imager (MAHLI), andMastcam instruments providemuch-needed insight
into the local geology at scales from tens of microns to meters [e.g., Williams et al., 2013]. At the specific
locations examined in this work, Navcam images provide context and a qualitative visual appraisal of the area
viewed by the GTS (Figure 12). MAHLI images provide the highest-resolution data available, down to a few
tens of microns/pixel (Figure 13). A specific set of Mastcam observations, called clast surveys, are designed
specifically to document, systematically and in a consistent manner, the surface in the immediate vicinity of
the rover. The clast survey images are targeted specifically to coincide with a portion of the surface within the
GTS footprint for quantitative studies of particle size distribution [Yingst et al., 2013] and are composed of a
Mastcam-34 (M-34) image and a nested Mastcam-100 (M-100) image at resolutions of 0.62mm/pixel and
0.21mm/pixel, respectively. These image pairs are always acquired at an elevation of�45° and an azimuth of
120° (relative to the rover), so as to intersect the near-field portion of the GTS footprint and maintain a
consistent resolution for long-term studies during the course of the mission.

Clast survey image pairs were acquired on sols 24, 30, 39, 41, 45, 48, 49, 55, and 71. These images were used by
Yingst et al. [2013] to obtain particle size distributions and their results are summarized here. Excluding data at
Rocknest, the measured clast size distributions vary little along Curiosity’s traverse in the first 100 sols. Large
pebbles (~16–64mm) to cobbles (64–256mm) are relatively uncommon (up to 10% of the surface). Roughly
30–40% of the surface is covered by a pavement of granules (2–4mm) and small pebbles (~4–16mm), and the
remaining ~50% are fines beneath the resolution of the images (<0.7mm). The mean particle size along the
traverse is ~1mm (including unresolvable fines) and the particles are poorly sorted. At Rocknest (Figures 13 and
14), the sand shadow’smean particle size at the surface is slightly larger, ~2mm, but the particle size distribution
is skewed toward smaller particles than elsewhere, with 99% of the particles being less than 4mm in size, 81%
less than 2mm, and 59% of the particles being unresolvable fines. MAHLI imaging of the sand shadow after
trenching by a wheel scuff shows the sand shadow to be armored by very coarse sand grains (~1–2mm) but
dominated by fine sand grains (<150μm) to a depth of at least ~5 cm (Figure 13) [Edgett et al., 2013].
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With some assumptions, measurements of particle size can be used to predict thermal inertia using the same
relationship (described above) that permits prediction of particle size from thermal inertia [e.g., Presley and
Christensen, 1997; Fenton et al., 2003]. The 1mmmean particle size derived from clast survey images prior to
arrival at Rocknest equates to a thermal inertia of ~300. This thermal inertia is within the range of thermal
inertias derived from GTS data (265–375) but at the low end of orbital predictions, which range from ~370 to
400 [Fergason et al., 2012]. The predicted inertia range for the bulk sands at Rocknest is ~180–215 (the
armoring layer contributes very little to the total thermal inertia) and is lower than our model-derived inertia
of 300 from that location. However, the footprint of the GTS at Rocknest (Figure 12) is much larger than the

area covered by the clast survey images
and includes contributions from
numerous cobbles that will increase the
apparent inertia. Thermal inertias
predicted from particle size distributions
and the GTS temperatures generally may
be lower than the orbital inertias in part
because the rover’s drive path is
conservative, routinely directed in such a
way as to avoid large cobbles and rocks
that might damage the rover mobility
system; this may lead to a bias in the
physical properties observed by the GTS
and the cameras, tending to favor less
rocky (lower inertia) surfaces that may be
a smaller proportion of the surface

Figure 13. MAHLI images of the Rocknest sand shadow [after Edgett
et al., 2013]. (left) Image (0060MH0000350010100524E01) is of the
armored sand shadow surface at the site of what would subsequently
become the second scoop into the sand shadow. (right) Image
(0058MH0000320000100503R00) shows the wall of a “wheel scuff” into
the sand shadow created. Illumination is from the upper left in both cases.

Figure 12. Approximate locations of the GTS footprint (green ovals) superimposed on Navcam mosaics for sols shown in
Figure 10. The mosaic shown here for sols 52–53 is within 3 m of the rover’s sol 54 location (for which there is no mosaic).
Sols 59–100 are at the location dubbed Rocknest; note the disturbance of the sand shadow in the near-field of the GTS
footprint after the rover “bumped” to a new position on sol 100.
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observed in larger-scale measurements
from orbit. Detailed comparisons of
particle size distributions adjacent to
the rover and at larger spatial scales
could provide more quantitative
predictions of the differences that
might be expected if drive path
conservatism is an effect.

The imaging observations show
changes in the surface properties of
Rocknest on the afternoon of sol 100
(Figure 11). Navcam images acquired
after the rover moved slightly
(bumped) at approximately 13:30
LMST show that the GTS footprint after

this time included a surface disturbed by the rover’s wheels in addition to the undisturbed sand shadow
surface and cobbles viewed on prior sols (Figure 12). The disturbed surface is darker-toned, more compacted,
and does not have the thin armoring of grains observed on the undisturbed surface and should therefore
exhibit different thermal properties. This may explain, in part, the difference in modeled albedo as compared
to prior sols; however, the accuracy of the atmospheric physics at high opacity in KRC remains a concern.

4.5. Integration of Surface Temperature/Thermal Inertia Variations With the Geology of Bradbury Rise

The diurnal skin depth is usually defined as the depth at which the diurnal variations have fallen by a factor of
1/e. Thermal skin depth varies with material properties, but diurnal skin depths for basaltic dust, sand,
duricrust, and rock under Martian conditions are 0.8, 2.7, 9.3, and 20.1 cm, respectively [Putzig and Mellon,
2007a]. Some of the discrepancies between the surface temperatures measured by the GTS and the
predicted temperatures from the thermal model could indicate that the surface is not homogeneous at
vertical scales corresponding to the diurnal thermal skin depth, so precisely what is the skin depth remains
uncertain. To better constrain the origins of the observed thermal signatures, we can incorporate
observations on the local- to regional-scale geology and the implications of those observations for possible
stratigraphic models of the terrain traversed in the first 100 sols.

Curiosity’s landing site at Bradbury Rise is located at the distal end of the Peace Vallis alluvial fan. The regional
geology around the landing site is comprised of a large number of units that appear to be related to various
stages of the fan’s development [e.g., Sumner et al., 2013]. MSL imaging observations of the hummocky plains
on which Curiosity landed show a dusty surface comprised of unresolvable fines and a pavement of clasts
that overlie a relatively hard surface that does not yield under the rover’s weight (e.g., Figure 12) (Arvidson
et al., submitted manuscript, 2014). Exposures of outcrop materials are discontinuous along the rover’s
traverse but likely represent windows into the subsurface geology. The outcrops observed prior to sol 100 are
composed of conglomerates, finer-grained platy rocks with laminations and/or cross-bedding, massive rocks
with vuggy and ropy textures, and thickly bedded and fractured rocks [e.g., Stack et al., 2013; Williams et al.,
2013]. Several of these stratigraphic units exhibit differential erosion, revealing differences that may be
attributed to variations in particle size, cementation, and/or vesicularity [e.g., Lewis et al., 2013; Rowland et al.,
2013; Williams et al., 2013]. Based on analysis of the occurrences of the various outcrops as a function of
elevation, Stack et al. [2013] compiled three stratigraphic models that are all consistent with Curiosity’s
observations. Here we focus on the upper 0.25 m of these models, which is the depth most relevant to
GTS-measured temperatures. In Model 1, which assumes horizontality and superposition, the uppermost
section is composed solely of resistant conglomerates. In Models 2 and 3, the upper section is composed of
both fine-grained, platy materials and conglomerates, with one unit unconformably overlying the other—the
models differ with respect to which unit is younger. An important implication of Models 2 and 3 is that unit
thicknesses vary locally across Bradbury Rise.

Diurnal temperature data from locations along Bradbury Rise reflect the presence of surfaces having differing
thermal inertias along the traverse, and possibly within the diurnal thermal skin depth at discrete locations,
suggesting that Model 1 is unlikely. Instead, the relatively complex (laterally and vertically variable)

Figure 14. (a) Rectified Mastcam clast survey image (0071MR00049
50010103510E01) acquired on sol 71. Scale bar at lower left is 50mm.
(b) Cumulative particle size frequency for Rocknest sand shadow based
on Figure 14a. Particles smaller than 0.7mm are not resolvable.
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stratigraphy suggested by Models 2 and 3, along with the presence of differential erosion is more consistent
with the temperature observations. The thermal inertia of the more indurated, presumably higher inertia,
stratigraphic units is likely moderated by a relatively thin layer of loose sand and pebbles at the uppermost
surface (which appear to be derived from erosion) topped by a thin coating of airfall dust.

5. Conclusions

The acquisition of hourly diurnal temperature measurements by the REMS Ground Temperature Sensor
represents a novel data set that we believe can be used to both obtain an unprecedented understanding of the
thermophysics of the Martian regolith in Gale Crater and point to areas needing improvement in approaches to
thermal modeling. Data that we have not explored in detail here, such as extended observations of an hour or
more, observations acquired coincident with orbital temperature measurements after sol 100, and models of
possible surface-atmosphere interactions, should provide even greater insight into the surface properties along
Curiosity’s traverse. Our key conclusions from the data acquired through sol 100 are

1. The ground temperatures measured by Curiosity show roughly linear increases in mean temperature that
are consistent with seasonal evolution, including a greater rate of increase for maximum versus mean
temperature. Local deviations from a linear trend likely result from changing the surface viewed by the
GTS as the rover moved and atmospheric opacity changes.

2. The diurnal temperature amplitude, delta T, is a “quick look” parameter that can be treated as a rough
proxy for thermal inertia and suggests a maximum variation in surface thermal inertia of up to 200 along
Curiosity’s traverse from Bradbury Landing to Rocknest. Calculated delta T values are consistent with ther-
mal inertias in the range of ~300–400 (assuming a constant opacity and albedo). The sol 59–94 trend of
modestly increasing delta Tat Rocknest is a result of the increasing solar flux; larger variations over shorter
timescales (e.g., after sol 94) are attributable to increases in atmospheric opacity.

3. THEMIS- and GTS-measured ground temperatures nearly simultaneously in the afternoon on two sols,
with the GTS temperatures being warmer by 7–14 K. These differences likely reflect the differing wave-
length ranges of the instruments and their different spatial sampling, but additional coincident observa-
tions are required to establish any clear trends.

4. Fits to GTS-measured diurnal temperature amplitudes using the KRC thermal model suggest that a subset
of representative surfaces traversed through sol 100 have thermal inertias in the range of 265–375, which
are within the range of values derived from orbital data. These values are indicative of materials having
mean or effective particle sizes ranging from ~0.5 to 3.0mm, which is generally consistent with particle
size distributions determined from MAHLI and Mastcam images that view areas within the GTS footprint.
The differences from orbital data probably reflect differences in the instruments’ observation areas and
biases toward lower inertia surfaces in the GTS data resulting from a rover drive path that avoids larger
cobbles and rocks.

5. Unlike any prior in situ or orbital observations, the measured ground temperatures in the mornings and
afternoons/evenings at Gale Crater are higher than predicted by the KRC heterogeneous thermal
model, suggesting that the surface exhibits physical conditions that are not accounted for by the
model. The magnitude of the differences in the measured and modeled temperatures suggests vertical
heterogeneity of the surface materials (also observable in imagery) is a candidate condition, but this
does not explain the relatively warm afternoon temperatures. Therefore, we believe that one or more
additional, unaccounted for effects are required to fully reproduce the observed temperatures. These
might include phase effects, lateral heterogeneity, non-Lambertian albedo, temperature-dependent
properties, or more speculative phenomena.

6. Outcrops representing different lithologies and having different physical properties characterize the stra-
tigraphy of Bradbury Rise. Stratigraphic models with unconformable unit relationships are consistent with
both the observed variations in diurnal ground temperature from place to place and the deviations in
hourly diurnal temperatures from homogeneous models, even if the precise nature of the heterogeneity
(or other factors) is not well constrained.

7. To distinguish between the many potential contributions to the observed temperature profiles, more com-
plicatedmodels and additional observations are required to test the effects of physical conditions that were
not considered quantitatively in this work. Future work may benefit from investigation of the different
apparent thermal inertias as a function of time of day and the incorporation of a more complicated
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atmosphere, as well as simultaneous REMS measurements of wind direction and speed. In the near term,
observations acquired on similar surfaces but as the seasons advance may also provide insight into which
processes might be occurring, as some processes or physical conditions exhibit variations with season.
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